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The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new,

easy-to-use numbering system! Jack and Annie are on a mission to save Merlin from his sorrows!

The brother-and-sister team travel back in the magic tree house to the period known as the

Renaissance. This time, Jack and Annie will need more than a research book and a magic wand.

They'll need help from one of the greatest minds of all time. What will they learn from Leonardo da

Vinci?Formerly numbered as Magic Tree House #38, the title of this book is now Magic Tree House

Merlin Mission #10:Ã‚Â Monday with a Mad Genius. Did you know that thereÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s a Magic

Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for

readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the

experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers:

Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more fun with Jack and

Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
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Mary Pope Osborne's Magic Tree House series combine historic facts with a fictional adventure of

two time travelling siblings. In this book, the siblings, Jack and Annie, get to meet the greatest

renaissance man of all, Leonardo DaVinci.What I love about this book is how the author explains in

her unique way mysteries that keep the world wondering to this day, namely Mona Lisa/s smile.My

daughter loved the book and she scored well on the AR test that she took in school, afterwards.

Love reading all of Mary pope Osborne books. This one keeps us on the edge of our seats as Annie

& Jack hurry to rescue their friend before D-Day.

grandson loves it

This latest installment in the hugely successful Magic Treehouse series finds Jack and Annie

traveling back in time to the Enlightenment period to spend a day helping Leonardo da Vinci. This

third installment in the latest four book challenge has Jack and Annie seeking the true meanings of

happiness. Once again, Mary Pope Osborne uses her brilliant technique to bring history alive and to

explore philosophical ideas. In this story she describes every day life in the 16th century, discusses

Leonardo's ideas and challenges in a way that makes him appear very human, and gives a

wonderful story for the painting of the Mona Lisa. This is all written at a level my five-year old

understands and my ten-year old still enjoys.

My 2nd and 3rd graders loved this book. It relates a lot of historical information but in a kid-friendly

manner.

My 8-year-old son is a huge fan of Magic Tree House, and this latest book was just as interesting

and fun to read as all the other books. This time, Jack and Annie meet Leonardo Da Vinci in old Italy

on their mission to find the secret to happiness. Again, Osborne spins historical information into a



tale of magic and wonder, which is fun to read for children and are educational just the same. The

plot is a bit more simple this time, and it is somewhat lacking the magic that "Christmas in Camelot"

and "Summer of the Sea Serpent," but is is well-developed and leaves the reader content - at least

my son and I were.

I am glad we bought the rest of the set! My boys love these book. I recommend them for young

readers or if you have a tween that need "pleasure reading books"

My students love the Mary Pope Osborne series of Magic Treehouse books. I highly recommend

them to all 3rd graders.
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